FRANCE:

The battle for Holland is growing in intensity. British Second Army troops have linked up with Allied airborne troopers near Eindhoven and more Allied parachutists and supplies including field guns have been dropped in Holland.

British Second Army tanks smashing forward 16 miles in 24 hours have linked up with Allied airborne fightiers near Eindhoven in Holland. The British then went forward and captured Eindhoven and at last reports were 12 miles north of the city. The British are still advancing, this puts them about four miles from the German border. Eindhoven is an important industrial and communication center and is only 60 miles from the great German city of Essen. If the British troops and the airborne troopers can break into Germany from this sector they will have all the Germans on the east outflanked and also outflank the Siegfried Line from the north.

Allied airborne paratroopers and airborne infantry were reinforced yesterday when powerful reinforcements of men and equipment were dropped over Holland. The equipment included field guns. American Thunderbolts went ahead of the transport planes that were carrying supplies and reinforcements and the Fw-45s smashed anti-aircraft guns.

The first airborne force to land have taken all of their first objectives without meeting too heavy resistance. The general area of the landings is along the network of waterways in southern Holland. The airborne force is operating under the command of the British Lt. General Browning who landed in Holland by glider on Sunday.

American First Army troops are running into very heavy resistance. Inside the St. Rioofohard line and beyond it German resistance is stiffening and the Nazis are bringing up more reinforcements. Some of the bitterest battles of the war may soon be fought in this area. A great duel between Yank and Nazi artillery is raging in the St. Rioofohard line. The Americans are throwing tons of shells at the enemies for every ton of shells that the Germans throw at the Americans. Hard fighting is still going on in the area and other Yank troops are advancing northwest of Maastricht in Holland. Third Army troops are still fighting hard for Eindhoven. Units of General Patton's Third Army are reported to be over 18 miles fast now. Along the coast, Canadian troops are still battling in Boulogne and have tightened their circle about Calais. The Germans are still resisting fiercely south of the Scheldt estuary. British Mosquito bombers last night shot up and bombed barracks in Holland. Near the Belfort gap in eastern France the Germans are holding strong positions and the Allies may have to blast them out with artillery.

RUSSIA:

The Reds have slashed more fierce German counterattacks southwest of Riga. The Nazis in this sector and trying to break through to their trapped forces in Easten Latvia. Aircraft of the Red fleet have joined in to slash German supply bases behind the lines on the Baltic front. The Nazis say that the Russians have launched a massive offensive on the south of Riga and at places have elgaged the German lines but Jossey radio still will not confirm a Russian offiice in this sector. Plying fortress areas from Britain have dropped arms and supplies to peasant forces fighting in Warsaw and them went on to land at bases in Russia. There has been no news of the battle raging in the outskirts of Warsaw. In southern Holland, the Reds have taken another 30 places near the Czech border.

Russia and Great Britain have signed an armistice with Finland. The Russians announce that they have arrested the former Premier of Rumania, Antonescu. The Reds say that he is "a suitable candidate for the list of war criminals."

ITALY:

Fifth Army troops made "significant gains" in the Gothic Line yesterday. The Eighth Army bridgehead over the Mura River has been greatly enlarged. The Mediterranean Air Force flew over 2000 sorties yesterday including a 500 plane attack on Marshalling yards and bridges in Hungary and Yugoslavia.
RAF HEAVY BOMBERS LAST NIGHT DROPPED OVER 400,000 FIRE BOMBS ON THE GERMAN PORT OF BREMEN. HUGE FIRES WERE STARTED BY THE AIRMEN. PLANES SHRIEKED TO COVER THE ENTIRE CITY. TORQUOTS PAID ANOTHER VISIT TO BERLIN LAST NIGHT AND JUST BEFORE DAWN THE GERMAN SENT SOME FLYING BOMBS OVER SOUTHERN ENGLAND. BRITISH LONG RANGE GUNS IN THE DOVER AREA ARE BELLING GERMAN GUN POSITIONS IN THE CALAIS AREA OF FRANCE. THE GERMANS REPORTED THAT A "POLICE STATE OF EMERGENCY" HAS BEEN DECLARED IN DENMARK AFTER GERMAN SOLDIERS WERE FIRED ON.

PACIFIC:
THE JAPANESE RADIO ANNOUNCED THAT ALLIED CARRIER PLANES HAVE RAIDED SUMATRA IN THE INDIAN OCEAN. OTHER CARRIER BORNE AIRCRAFT HAVE JOINED IN ON THE ATTACK ON THE HALAHARS BY ATTACKING ISLANDS IN THAT GROUP. HEAVY BOMBERS HAVE PAID ANOTHER VISIT TO THE CELEBES. MAKES HOLD THE NORTHERN HALF OF ONE OF THE ISLANDS IN THE PALAU GROUP AND HAVE KILLED 5500 JAPS ON THIS ISLAND ALONE.

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL:

BOSTON: 6 ... BROOKLYN: 5 (10 INNINGS) ... ONLY GAME PLAYED IN EITHER LEAGUE.